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Abstract

We give a permutation approach to validation (estimation

of out-sample error). One typical use of validation is model

selection. We establish the legitimacy of the proposed

permutation complexity by proving a uniform bound on

the out-sample error, similar to a VC-style bound. We

extensively demonstrate this approach experimentally on

synthetic data, standard data sets from the UCI-repository,

and a novel diffusion data set. The out-of-sample error

estimates are comparable to cross validation (CV); yet, the

method is more efficient and robust, being less susceptible

to overfitting during model selection.

1 Introduction

The holy grail when learning from data is an in-sample
estimate of the out-sample error, i.e. model validation.
Assume a standard setting with data

D = {xi, yi}
n
i=1,

where (xi, yi) are sampled iid from the joint distribution
p(x, y) on R

d × R (for regression) or on R
d × {±1}

(for binary classification). Let H be a learning model
(e.g. decision tree, k-nearest neighbor, linear regression)
which produces a hypothesis g ∈ H when given D. Our
discussion, though mostly generalizable, will assume
that H is closed under negation, and that the risk is
the squared error (the misclassification error rate and
the least squares regression error can both be written as
the squared error). Denote by ein the in-sample error,

ein(h) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(h(xi) − yi)
2,

and by eout the out-sample error,

eout(h) = E[(h(x) − y)2].

The expectation is over the joint distribution p(x, y).
We wish to estimate eout(g), and typically ein(g) is
not an unbiased estimate of eout. For example, when
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g minimizes the in-sample error over H, then for a
small data set, ein will typically have a large optimistic
bias precisely because you are minimizing ein. Instead
of eout, it is equally good to get an estimate of the
generalization error1

egen(g) = eout(g) − ein(g),

which is typically positive and explicitly measures the
optimism of the in-sample error.

Our goal is to present a method for estimating the
generalization error, in particular, we present a permu-
tation estimate for the generalization error. Loosely
speaking, it considers learning problems related to per-
mutations of the realized data. These permutation
problems can be explicitly generated from the realized
data set. For each permutation-transformed problem,
we compute the expected optimism of the in-sample er-
ror. The average of this optimism over permutations is
the permutation estimate for egen(g). To make the idea
more concrete, we will illustrate on a toy vision prob-
lem of learning to distinguish between male and female
faces, using a labeled data set of images. You are us-
ing your favorite algorithm to produce a classifier. A
small data set is shown in Figure 1. After learning on

Male Female

Figure 1: A sample data set for learning to distinguish
male from female faces.

the data, your algorithm (hypothetically) classified as
females, the images in red (in this example, the learned

1some authors use generalization error to denote what we call

the out-sample error.



rule is “roundish face or long hair is female”). After
learning this rule, you can classify the in-sample data.
If your rule were perfect in-sample, all the faces on the
right would be boxed in red. This rule is not quite
perfect, and your in-sample classification error on this
example data set is about 11% (2 errors). How reliable
is this error of 11%? Do we expect that this rule will
generalize well to out-sample, and achieve eout ≈ 11%?

The permutation estimate would provide one esti-
mate of the reliability. To apply the permutation es-
timate, we first generate a random permutation of the
data, i.e. permute the labels (male or female) randomly,
to obtain a permuted data set. One such realized ran-
dom permutation is shown in Figure 2. This data with

“Male” permuted data “Female” permuted data

Figure 2: A permuted version of the same sample data
in Figure 1. Learning on this data set should not yield
anything meaningful.

the randomly permuted labels is a very confusing data
set. Clearly you should not expect better than 50% per-
formance from any algorithm out-of-sample, if the real
data distribution was like this. Nevertheless, we can
go ahead and learn with our learning algorithm. Since,
in-sample, your learning algorithm is fitting the data,
it may overfit even this randomly permuted data. In
our example, suppose you learned the rule “dark skin
or long hair is female”; this gives the in-sample classi-
fications of females shown above (red boxes). In this
case, on the randomly permuted data, we have made
6 errors (the 3 boxed images on the left and three un-
boxed images on the right), or roughly 33% classifica-
tion error rate. As we already argued, for such randomly
permuted data distribution, no algorithm can give out-
sample error better than 50% (assuming that there are
equal numbers of male and female faces), and so this
achieved in-sample error rate of 33% is optimistic by
about 17%. That is, the learning algorithm has over-
fit the permuted data by 17% (your generalization er-
ror is 17%). This level of overfitting is a single sample
estimate of the overfitting capability of the model on
data “of this type” – for another type of data, say digit

classification, your level of overfitting on permuted data
could be different. Thus, this permutation estimate of
generalization error is data dependent, and certainly de-
pends on the complexity of your model and learning
algorithm. It seems reasonable to guess that this same
level of overfitting might have affected the actual fitting
on the actual data, since the actual data is, at least on
the surface, of this “type”. We thus apply this 17% op-
timism of the in-sample error obtained from looking at
the permuted data to the learning on the unpermuted
data; we conclude that our original classifier “roundish
face or long hair is female”, which had in-sample error
of 11% would have an out-sample error more like 28%.
The goal of this paper is to first define the permutation
estimate for both regression and classification; provide
theoretical justification for its use, and experimentally
compare it with some other methods for validation.

Our empirical comparisons will use leave-one-out
cross validation, LOO-CV, as the strawman benchmark.
This is a general validation method, which is in common
use. It has also been compared with most other
validation methods, and hence is a valid benchmark.
Our permutation estimate (as with LOO-CV) can be
applied to any learning model or error metric, requiring
only the ability to run the model. However, it is
more efficient than LOO-CV and suffers less from the
potential to be overfit during model selection, especially
in regression.

Our Contribution. We give a permutation esti-
mate for validation. Validation is one of the most im-
portant tasks when learning from data. Corresponding
to the permutation estimate, we define a “permutation
complexity” measure for the complexity of a learning
model. We theoretically justify the permutation esti-
mate in the context of empiral error minimization in
classification problems by proving a uniform bound for
the out-sample error in terms of this data dependent

permutation complexity. The bound is uniform in that
it applies to any joint input-output distribution.

On the practical side, we give a detailed experimen-
tal investigation to support the permutation estimate.
We show that it is more efficient than the leave-one-
out cross validation method, with comparable or bet-
ter performance. We use LOO-CV as our strawman
benchmark, since most validation methods have been
compared to this benchmark, including the leave-K-out
methods, and other statistical estimators. leave-K-out
methods are also more efficient than LOO CV, but they
will sacrifice on accuracy. Such a more extensive com-
parison is left for future work.

Next, we review some relevant literature, followed
by a description of the permutation method and the
uniform bound which justifies its use. We then give a



detailed experimental investigation and conclusions. In
general, detailed proofs are postponed to a full version
of this paper.

Related Work. Out-sample error estimation has
extensive coverage in the literature, both in the statis-
tics community and the learning commuity. Broadly
speaking there are three approaches:

(i) Statistical methods which try to estimate the
out-sample error asymptotically in n, giving consistent
estimates under certain model assumptions (for example
final prediction error (FPE) [2], Generalized Cross
Validation (GCV) [8] or covariance-type penalties [9,
29]). Statistical methods tend to work well when the
model has been well specified. Such methods are not
our primary focus. However, we do show that for
linear models in the statistical regression setting, the
permutation estimate reduces to an AIC-type prediction
error estimate, a well known estimate.

(ii) Bounds. The most celebrated uniform bound
on generalization error is the distribution independent
bound of Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC-bound) [27]. Since
the VC-dimension may be hard to compute, empirical
estimates have been suggested, [28]. The VC-bound is
optimal among distribution independent bounds; how-
ever, for a particular distribution, it could be sub-
optimal. Several data dependent bounds have been pro-
posed, which can typically be estimated in-sample via
optimization: maximum discrepancy [4]; Rademacher-
style penalties [5, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21]; mar-
gin based bounds, for example [25]. Relevant to this
work are Rademacher penalties. Let r be a sequence
of iid binary random variables with P[+1] = 1

2 . The
Rademacher complexity is

R(H|D) = Er

[
1

n
max
h∈H

n∑

i=1

rih(xi)

]
.

Generalizations to Gaussian and symmetric, bounded
variance r have also been suggested, [5, 10] . The per-
mutation estimate is related to a “permutation complex-
ity” which is a Rademacher-like complexity where the ri

are obtained via a random permutation of the observed
target values in D, instead of via independent uniform
Bernouilli trials. Thus, the permutation estimate more
closely mimics the distribution supported by the data.
It also has the advantage that the estimate can be used
with multi-class and regression problems, and can acco-
modate regularized learning algorithms.

(iii) Sampling methods, such as leave-one-out cross
validation (LOO-CV), try to estimate the out-sample
error directly. The permutation estimate uses a “sam-
pled” data set on which to run the model and obtain
the estimate; other than this superficial similarity, the

estimates are inherently different. The permutation es-
timate is more like a Rademacher penalty in spirit.

Permutation Methods are not new to statistics [13].
They have been suggested as tests of significance for
specific model selection tasks [12, 30]. In [12], the au-
thors give a concentration inequality for such a test
which involves the Rademacher complexity. We directly
give a uniform bound for the out-sample error in terms
of a permutation complexity, which answers a question
posed in [12] which suggests that there should be a di-
rect link between permutation statistics and generaliza-
tion errors.

2 The Permutation Estimate

Consider a new learning problem, for which the input
space is exactly the data examples, and the outputs are
a random permutation of the observed target values.
This problem mimics the learning problem at hand, in
that the targets have the same joint distribution but for
which there is no input-output relationship. For this
new permutation-learning problem, we can compute the
“out-sample” error for a test example drawn from this
same random permutation distribution. If we fit the
model to the data, we obtain the in-sample error of the
learned function which will generally be lower than this
computed out-sample error. The expected difference
between the in-sample error and the computed out-
sample error for the learned function is the estimate of
the optimistic bias. We use this optimistic bias as the
estimate of the generalization error for the particular
data set D (after fitting the model to it). There is a leap
of faith here: we are using the average level of optimism
for this random class of problems as the measure of
optimism for the single actual realized problem. We
will provide justification for this leap of faith by relating
the permutation estimate (for binary classification) to a
uniform upper bound on the out-sample error. We now
describe the details.

In order to specify the random permutation learning
problem, pπ(x, y), we will take an operational route.
(We use the superscript (·)π for quantities relevant to
the permutation problem.) Let

Dπ = (x1, yπ1
), . . . , (xn, yπn

),

be a random permutation of the data, where π is
a random permutation of 1, . . . , n. This is a new
learning problem in which the x values are unchanged
but the target function fπ is a random function with
P[fπ(xi) = yj ] = 1

n for j = 1, . . . , n, independent of
the particular xi. This target function has the same
joint distribution of outputs on the data as the true
target function, but otherwise it is independent of the
input, and so there is no input-output relationship to



be learned. Let gπ be the function output by the model
(e.g. via empirical risk minimization). If the model
“learns” a relationship, it has overfit the permuted data.
In order to compute the level to which it has overfit the
data, we need to first compute the out-sample error for
this permuted learning problem.

2.1 Out-Sample Error for the Random Permu-

tation Problem The out-sample error of any function
h ∈ H can be computed because we know fπ: pπ(y|x)
is uniform on {yi}. Let ȳ and s2

y be the sample mean
and sample variance of the target values.

Theorem 2.1.

eπ

out(h) = s2
y +

1

n

n∑

i=1

(h(xi) − ȳ)2.

Proof.

eπ

out(h) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

E[(h(xi) − fπ(xi))
2]

=
1

n

n∑

i=1

1

n

n∑

j=1

(h(xi) − yj)
2.

Adding and subtracting ȳ in the summand, we have:

eπ

out(h) =
1

n2

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

(h(xi) − ȳ + ȳ − yj)
2

= s2
y +

1

n

n∑

i=1

(h(xi) − ȳ)2.

Notice that for this random learning problem, the best
one can do is achieve an out-sample error of s2

y which is
attained by the function which predicts the mean target
value for all data points.

2.2 Estimating the Generalization Error We
now compute the bias of the in-sample error (typically
obtained via empirical risk minimization) on a random
permutation problem. On the permuted data, the in-
sample error is:

eπ

in(gπ) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(gπ(xi) − yπi
)2.

Since the generalization error is eπ

gen(gπ) = eπ

out(g
π) −

eπ

in(gπ), we have the followint result.

Theorem 2.2.

eπ

gen(gπ) =
2

n

n∑

i=1

(yπi
− ȳ)gπ(xi)

=
2

n

n∑

i=1

yπi
gπ(xi) − 2ȳḡπ.

Proof. Using Theorem 2.1,

eπ

gen(gπ) = s2
y+

1

n

n∑

i=1

(gπ(xi)−ȳ)2−
1

n

n∑

i=1

(gπ(xi)−yπi
)2,

and the result follows after some elementary algebra.

Note that eπ

gen is twice the covariance between the
learned hypothesis and the randomly permuted target
values. We wish to estimate Eπ[eπ

gen(gπ)]. Naturally
we have to do this by sampling. Unfortunately, yπi

are
dependent (sampled without replacement), and so it is
not easy to obtain a concentration result around the
expectation. For iid sampling with replacement (see
later) the generalization error on the random problem
concentrates about its expectation (via McDiarmid’s In-
equality), so computing the generalization penalty for
just a single random sample would suffice. For the per-
mutation estimate, it should also be possible to prove
a concentration inequality, however we recommend to
average over M random permutations, for some reason-
ably sized M – even though one should be able to get an
asymptotic concentration result, the real value of vali-
dation estimates is for small n when overfitting is a real
concern. We used M = 100 for our experimental re-
sults. The results were not significantly different from
M = 1 when n, the number of data points is large.

(2.1) êgen(H|D) = Eπ[eπ

gen(gπ)] ≈
1

M

M∑

m=1

eπm
gen(gπm).

(we use hat notation (̂·) for estimates of quantities
relevant to the data D.) As with cross validation, the
drawback with using more samples (larger M) is that
one has to learn a final hypothesis for each permuted
data set. Luckily, small M is enough for most practical
purposes. The benefit over cross-validation is that for
each iteration of training, one gets n estimates of the
generalization error, i.e., there should be concentration
around the expectation.

We now estimate the out-sample error for the
distribution supported by the realized data D by

(2.2) êout(g) = ein(g) + êgen(H|D).

This generalization error estimate is data dependent,
because the randomly permuted learning problems were
modeled after the original data set D. This is one
of the advantages of such a method over distribution
independent methods (such as VC) which may not be
optimal for a particular problem.

Example: Kernel Based Classification. For
kernel classification, it is possible to bound the per-
mutation estimate in terms of the trace of the kernel



matrix. The techniques are exactly in correspondence
with those used for the Rademacher complexity (see for
example [5, 26]). This is because of the the relationship
between the permutation estimate we have presented,
êgen, and a permutation complexity which we introduce
in the next section; this permutation complexity resem-
bles a Rademacher-like complexity.

Example: Linear Ridge Regression. Ridge
regression (regression with weight decay) is popular in
statistics, and many statistical estimates of the out-
sample error exist. Our permutation estimate closely
resembles the AIC criterion [2] in this setting.

A linear model has the form

H =
{
wtz|w ∈ R

d+1
}

,

where zt = [1,xt] is the original input prepended by
a 1 for the constant. Let Xt = [z1, . . . , zn] be the
input data matrix and yt = [y1, . . . , yn] be the target
values. Assume for simplicity that X has full column
rank. If λ is the ridge regression parameter, then the
optimal regularized fit minimizing ein(w) + λwtw is
given by

win = (XtX + λI)−1Xty,

and the in-sample predictions are ŷ = S(λ)y, where,

S(λ) = X(XtX + λI)−1Xt.

(We will typically suppress the dependence on λ.)
For linear models, we can obtain the permutation

estimate without sampling, via an analytic computa-
tion. We want Eπ[eπ

gen(gπ)]. The predictions on the

permuted data are ŷ(π) = Sy(π), where S is indepen-
dent of the permutation π because it only depends on
the x values in the data. Using Theorem 2.2:

(2.3) eπ

gen(gπ) =
2

n

n∑

i,j=1

Sij(yπi
yπj

− ȳyπi
)

To compute Eπ[eπ

gen(gπ)] for Theorem 2.3, we will need
the next result on the correlations.

Lemma 2.1.

Eπ[yπi
] = ȳ, Eπ[yπi

yπj
] =

{
ȳ2 + s2

y i = j,

ȳ2 − 1
n−1s2

y i 6= j.

Proof. The first equality follows immediately because
yπi

is uniform over y. To prove the second, note that

E[yπi
, yπj

] =

n∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

1

n(n − 1)
yiyj ,

=
1

n(n − 1)

n∑

i=1




n∑

j=1

yiyj − y2
i



 ,

=
n

n − 1
ȳ2 −

1

n − 1
y2,

from which the result follows, because s2
y = y2 − ȳ2.

Define σ̂2
y = n

n−1s2
y, the unbiased variance estimate for

y, and let 1 be the n–vector of ones.

Theorem 2.3.

êout(g) = ein(g) +
2σ̂2

y

n

(
trace(S) −

1tS1

n

)
.

Proof. Using (2.3),

êgen(H|D) = Eπ[eπ

gen(gπ)]

=
2

n

n∑

i,j=1

Smn(Eπ[yπi
yπj

] − ȳ Eπ [yπi
]).

The result follows using Lemma 2.1 after some algebra.

With no regularization (λ = 0), S is a projection
matrix (projecting onto the columns of X). Since the
first column of X is a column of ones (representing a
constant term in the regression), then S1 = 1 and the
permutation estimate becomes

êout = ein +
2σ̂2

yd

n
.

Thus, with no regularization, the permutation esti-
mate reduces to an AIC-like criterion, and the term
2σ̂2

yd/n is a penalty for model complexity. Observe that

(trace(S)+1− 1
n1tS1) is an “effective number of param-

eters”. The choice deff = trace(S) has been proposed in
the literature (see for example [6]).

Extensions: A simpler alternative to the permu-
tation estimate (sampling the yi without replacement)
is to sample with replacement. Computationally, this is
slightly simpler, but it does not preserve the joint distri-
bution of the target values (they are now independent at
two different points xi,xj). There are some advantages
to this approach, for example one can obtain easy con-
centration results for esamp

gen about its expectation. This
implies that even one random learning problem could
be enough for estimating the optimism penalty. Our
entire discussion will generalize easily to this setting.
For linear ridge regression,

esamp
out (g) = ein(g) +

2s2
ytrace(S)

n
,

and when λ = 0, esamp
out (g) = ein(g) +

2s2

y(d+1)

n .
The permutation estimate can be extended to differ-

ent risk metrics, multi-class and regression problems in
a seemless way. The analogues of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
would need to be computed; their form may not be as
simple, but nonetheless it is a straightforward task. It is
not immediate how to extend the Rademacher penalty
to regression, since, for example, the maximizer of co-
variance for a linear model is not well defined.



3 Bounding Out-Sample Classification Error

For classification (y ∈ {±1}), the estimate êgen is closely
related to a Rademacher-like “permutation complex-
ity”. We now give a bound the out-sample error us-
ing this permutation complexity for empirical risk min-
imization. We will adapt the standard ghost sample ap-
proach in VC-type proofs and the symmetrization trick
in [11] which has greatly simplified VC-style proofs. In
general, high probability results are with respect to the
distribution over data sets. Our main bounding tool
will be McDiarmid’s inequality:

Lemma 3.1. (McDiarmid, [22]) Let Xi ∈ Ai be inde-

pendent; suppose f :
∏
i

Ai 7→ R satisfies

sup
x∈

Q

i Ai
z∈Aj

|f(x) − f(x1, . . . , xj−1, z, xj+1, . . . , xn)| ≤ cj ,

for j = 1, . . . , n. Then, for all t > 0, P[f(X1, . . . ,Xn)−

Ef(X1, . . . ,Xn) ≥ t] ≤ e−2t2/
Pn

i=1
c2

i .

3.1 Permutation Complexity The out-sample
permutation complexity of a model is:

Pout(H) = ED,π

[
max
h∈H

1

n

n∑

i=1

yπi
h(xi)

]
,

where the expectation is over the data D =
(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) and a random permutation π. For
a particular sample D, the in-sample permutation com-
plexity is

Pin(H|D) = Eπ

[
max
h∈H

1

n

n∑

i=1

yπi
h(xi)

]
.

We note that the above definitions can be extended
to models not closed under negation by considering
maxh∈H

∣∣ 1
n

∑n
i=1 yπi

h(xi)
∣∣. Let D′ differ from D only

in one example, (xj , yj) → (x′
j , y

′
j).

Lemma 3.2. |Pin(H|D) − Pin(H|D′)| ≤ 4
n .

Proof. Consider any permutation π; the sum∑n
i=1 yπi

h(xi) changes by at most 4 (only two
points are affected). Thus, the maximum over H
changes by at most 4 and the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.2 together with McDiarmid’s inequality im-
plies a concentration of Pin about Pout, which means
we can work with Pin instead of the unknown Pout.

Corollary 3.1. With probability at least 1 − δ,

Pout(H) ≤ Pin(H|D) + 4

√
1

2n
ln

1

δ
.

Since ein(h) = 2 − 2
n

∑n
i=1 yih(xi), the empirical risk

minimizer maximizes the correlation:

max
h∈H

1

n

n∑

i=1

yπi
h(xi) =

1

n

n∑

i=1

yπi
gπ(xi).

Thus, using Theorem 2.2:

Theorem 3.1. Pin(H|D) = 1
2 êgen(H|D) + ȳ Eπ [ḡπ]

3.2 Uniform Bound for the Out-Sample Error

Lemma 3.3. Let r be an arbitrary ±1 sequence. Then,

with probability at least 1 − δ:

max
h∈H

{eout(h) − ein(h)}

≤ ED,D′

[
max
h∈H

2
n

n∑
i=1

ri(yih(xi) − y′
ih(x′

i))

]
+

√
8 ln 1

δ

n .

Proof. The proof uses the standard ghost sample and
symmetrization arguments typical of modern general-
ization error proofs, so we do not give the details (see
for example [5, 26]).

Lemma 3.3 holds for an arbitrary sequence r which
is independent of D,D′. An immediate corollary is
that we can take the expectation with respect to r, for
arbitrarily distributed r.

For each permutation yπ, let rπ

i = yπ

i yi; then,
yπ

i = rπ

i yi, i.e., we have a mapping from permutations
to a multiset of ±1 sequences Sy = {rπ}π. If the
distribution of r is uniform on Sy, then ry is uniform
over the permutations of y. We say that Sy generates
the permutations on y. Similarly, we can define Sy′ ,
the generator of permutations on the ghost sample
y′. Unfortunately, Sy, Sy′ depend on D,D′. We can
overcome this by introducing a second ghost sample D′′

to “approximately” generate the permutations for y,y′,
ultimately allowing us to prove the main theorem.

Theorem 3.2. With probability at least 1 − δ,

max
h∈H

{eout(h) − ein(h)} ≤ 4Pout(H) + O
(√

1
n ln 1

δ

)
.

The bound, being uniform, applies to the empirical risk
minimizer g.

Corollary 3.2.

eout(g) ≤ ein(g)+2êgen(H|D)+4ȳEπ [ḡπ]+O
(√

1
n ln 1

δ

)

Commentary: Corollary 3.2 justifies using the per-
mutation estimate êgen(H|D); one could use the bound
in Corollary 3.2, which can be computed just as easily.
Typically, ȳ is close to 0 (balanced data) and ḡ ∼ ȳ,



so the third term is approximately ȳ2 which is small.
Hence the bound, up to small correction terms is 2êgen

for empirical risk minimization. Since the bound is uni-
form, it applies to any algorithm; the bound, as with all
other data dependent bounds, only looks at the hypoth-
esis set – the permutation complexity is a complexity
measure for the model. However, as the example with
linear ridge regression illustrates, the permutation es-
timate uses a penalty which is algorithm specific, and
can directly account for regularization in the learning
algorithm. We show empirically that the permutation
estimate works even for regularized algorithms.

Proof. (sketch) Let D′′ be a second ghost data set and
let Sy′′ be the generator of permutations for y′′. From
Lemma 3.3, taking the expectation w.r.t r′′ ∈ Sy′′ , the
first term on the RHS becomes

ED,D′

1

n!

∑

πm

[
max
h∈H

2

n

n∑

i=1

r′′i (yih(xi) − y′
ih(x′

i))

]
.

The first summation is over the n! permutations, each
permutation πm inducing a particular sequence r′′(πm).
Consider the sequences r, r′ corresponding to the per-
mutations {πm}m. The next lemma (proof omitted)
will relate the expectation over permutations in the sec-
ond ghost data set to the permutations over D,D′.

Lemma 3.4. There is a one-to-one mapping from the

sequences {r′′(πm)}m to {r(πm)}m such that with prob-

ability at least 1 − δ,
∣∣∣∣∣
1

n

n∑

i=1

(r′′i − ri(r
′′))yih(xi)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ c

√
ln 1/δ

n
,

for every r′′(πm) and every h ∈ H. Similarly, there

exists such a mapping from {r′′} to {r′}.

We can rewrite the internal summand as

(r′′i −ri(r
′′)+ri(r

′′))yih(xi)−(r′′i −r′i(r
′′)+r′i(r

′′))y′
ih(x′

i).

By Lemma 3.4, up to error terms which are
O(

√
ln(1/δ)/n), we have:

ED,D′

1

n!

∑

πm

[
max
h∈H

2

n

n∑

i=1

(ri(r
′′)yih(xi) − r′i(r

′′)y′
ih(x′

i))

]
.

The summation is still over permutations (because
the mapping is one-to-one). Since H is closed under
negation, we bound by

ED
1

n!

∑

πm

[
max
h∈H

2

n

n∑

i=1

riyih(xi)

]

+ ED′

1

n!

∑

πm

[
max
h∈H

2

n

n∑

i=1

r′iy
′
ih(x′

i)

]
,

which is just 4Pout(H|D). We get the result after
collecting error terms.

Extensions. The analysis can accomodate models
not closed under negation by using absolute values in
the permutation complexity. All the analysis can be ex-
tended to sampling with replacement rather than per-
mutations (sampling without replacement). One could
bound Pout for VC function classes, showing that this
data dependent bound is no worse than a VC-type
bound. One could also use techniques for bounding
Rademacher complexity to bounding permutation com-
plexity on specific domains (eg for decision trees, neural
networks, kernel methods, [5]).

Any approximate estimate of the out-sample error
(which satisfies some bound of this form) can be used for
model selection, after adding a (small) penalty for the
“complexity of model selection” (see [4]). In practice,
this penalty for the complexity of model selection is
ignored (as in [4]).

4 Experiments

We compared the permutation estimate in a variety of
settings to test both its validation capability, and its
performance during model selection. For regression, we
used linear models and conducted an extensive com-
parison of several methods, including several statistical
estimates on simulated data (we averaged results over
more than 1 million experiments). For classification on
real data, we used a held out test set for evaluation (av-
eraged results over 1,000 random test-training splits).
In general we compare LOO-CV and the permutation
estimate, which are both generally applicable, requiring
only the ability to learn with a model. For classifica-
tion, we also compared the Rademacher penalty, used
in a similar vein to the permutation complexity by ap-
plying the algorithm to the Rademacher variables (it
is not possible to compute the empirical Rademacher
complexity as that would entail an empirical risk min-
imization). We use LOO-CV as the strawman bench-
mark because it is widely used; it should be noted that
some of the pitfalls of the LOO-CV are its computation
complexity, which is addressed by the leave-K-fold CV
estimate (with K < n); we also compared with 10-fold
cross validation when learning was costly. The tradeoffs
between leave-K-out and LOO have been studied, and
in general most validation methods have been compared
to LOO. Hence LOO is a valid benchmark. For linear
regression, we compared some statistical estimates (eg.
Akaike’s final prediction error (FPE)), as well as the VC
penalty measure.

4.1 Data We considered a number of data sets:



Simulated Data – Regression. The input x is
uniform on [−1, 1]. The target function is a polynomial
of degree df , which we write as

f(x) =

df∑

i=0

aiLi(x),

where Li(x) are the Legendre polynomials:

yi = f(xi) + σǫi,

where ǫi are iid standard Normals and σ is the noise
variance. We consider polynomial models of different
order (order selection) and different regularization pa-
rameters λ in the ridge regression (regularization pa-
rameter selection).

Simulated Data – Classification. We consid-
ered the 2-D problem shown in Figure 4, where the green
region is +1.

 0
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 1

 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1

Figure 4: Simulated classification problem.

We used k-nearest neighbor (complexity parameter
is k) and decision trees with greedy splitting according
to information gain (complexity controlled by number
of leaves). More precisely, we used variation of ID3
decition tree learning algorithm [24], where the tree
is constructed by splitting the node which produces
maximum information gain of all leaf nodes starting
with a root.

In the simulated setting we are able to generate data
points controling the amount of noise and the propor-
tion of positive and negative examples in the data. This
allows us to conduct a systematic comparison of the dif-
ferent validation methods in different settings.

Real Data – Classification. We evaluated the
methods on various UCI ML repository data sets [3],
using decision trees (DT) and k-nearest neighbors (k-
NN). We used Abalone, Mammographic Mass, Spam-
base, Transfusion and WDBC data (see Table 1 for some
statistics on the data sets).

Data |D| Pos./Neg. Dim.
Abalone 4,177 0.50/0.50 7
Ionosphere 351 0.64/0.36 34
M.Mass 830 0.51/0.49 5
Parkinsons 195 0.75/0.25 22
P.I.D. 768 0.35/0.75 8
Spambase 4,601 0.39/0.61 57
Transfusion 748 0.23/0.77 4
WDBC 569 0.37/0.63 30
Diffusion 3,554 0.22/0.78 16

Table 1: Real datasets used in experiments.

4.2 Results on Classification For Abalone data
the decision task was to predict [age ≥ 10]. We also
used a novel large data set for predicting the diffusion
of YouTube videos in the LiveJournal blogosphere – the
task is to determine if a video will spread to at least
M blogs, based on features of the early diffusion (e.d.
the in/out-degrees of initially affected bloggers). This
is an extremely hard and noisy prediction problem. For
a detailed description of the data set, see [20]

4.3 Results on Regression In the simulated linear
ridge regression setting, we compared the permutation
and LOO-CV estimates together with Akaike’s FPE [1]
(a statistical estimate from information theory) and a
VC-penalty for regression([7, (4.27b)] . These penalties
are defined in terms of an effective model complexity,
deff (we used deff = trace(S(λ))). The graphs in Fig-
ure 3 compare the validation estimates as the model
varies along two dimensions: (a) polynomial regression
models with different polynomial order and no regular-
ization; (b) polynomial ridge regression with 5th order
polynomials, and different regularization parameters λ.

LOO-CV is very hard to beat as an estimate of
the out-sample error. However, for model selection, by
far the most important use of validation, the LOO-CV
estimate performs poorly. We tabulate the performance
of model selection below. We evaluate the validation
estimates using the fractional regret (as compared to the
optimal model). Table 2 summarizes the performance of
model selection using each of the validation estimates.
LOO-CV experiences huge regret. This is because in
practice it pays to be conservative: LOO-CV pays too
big a price when it is wrong (erring on the side of too
complex a model). It is already known that LOO-CV
can suffer from overfitting during model selection, and
several approaches to “regularizing” cross validation
have been suggested (see for example [23],[14, 1-σ rule,
pg 216]). We take a simple approach to regularizing
model selection by removing the choice λ = 0 from the
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(a) Different Polynomial Order. (b) Different Regularization Parameter.

Figure 3: Performance of validation measures as compared to the true expected out-sample error. LOO-CV gives
very good estimates of the out-sample error on average.

Validation Order Selection λ Selection
Estimate Regret Avg Order Regret Avg. λ

N

LOO-CV 540 9.29 18.8 23.1
Perm. 185 7.21 5.96 9.57
VC 508 5.56 3.50 125

FPE 9560 11.42 51.3 18.1

Table 2: Comparison of validation estimates for poly-
nomial order selection and regularization parameter se-
lection. The regret is the percentage loss versus the
optimal selection which minimizes eout.

set of models. This corresponds to “regularizing” the
model selection methods, because by removing the λ =
0 model, we are not allowing any validation method to
be too aggressive. This makes sense, because whenever
noise is present in the data, which is the typical case,
one expects regularization to help. The results of model
selection among models not containing λ = 0 is shown in
the Table 3. Note that all methods benefit from a more
regularized model selection which excludes the λ = 0
model. The permutation estimate is the best performer.

4.4 Results on Classification We compared LOO-
CV, the permutation, and the Rademacher approaches
to validation. When learning is costly (decision trees),
all validation estimates had a fixed number of learning
episodes (1000 in our case). We also considered another
extreme where only a very few learning episodes are
allowed (10 in our case); in such a setting, 10-fold cross

Validation Regularized λ Selection
Estimate Regret
LOO-CV 0.44

Perm. 0.39

VC 0.42
FPE 0.87

Table 3: Comparison of validation methods for selecting
the regularization parameter when the unstable case
λ = 0 is excluded from the set of possible models.

validation is a common alternative to LOO-CV, so we
also compared 10-fold validation. When learning is
cheap (e.g. k-NN), we do not limit the number of cross
validation points. The plots in Figure 5 illustrates the
validation estimates for the diffusion prediction data set.

In general, we observe that the CV estimate is more
accurate but less stable than the permutation estimate.
Our experimental results when using the respective es-
timates for model selection are shown in Table 4. The
permutation and Rademacher approaches are compara-
ble, and generally better than LOO-CV in decition tree
learning. In case of k-NN classification LOO-CV showed
best results and permutation estimate was a close sec-
ond. For simulated data, we used a balanced data set
with 300 data points and 40% noise. We used the sim-
ulated example as a testbed to study how the noise
level affected the validation estimates. For small noise,
the LOO-CV estimate suffers most, and for large noise,
approaching 50%, all methods equalize with LOO-CV
slightly better. The permutation estimate slightly dom-
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(a) LOO-CV vs. Permutation (DT) (b) LOO-CV vs. Permutation (k-NN).

Figure 5: Comparison of the permutation and LOO-CV estimates on a diffusion prediction data set with the
decision tree and nearest neighbor learning models. The permutaion estimate is well behaved and smooth where
as the LOO-CV estimate is very unstable.

inates the Rademacher estimate. These results are
shown in Table 6. We also did a systematic study of
how the positive to negative example imbalance affects
the estimates. We found that when the imbalance in
the data increases, the permutation estimate dominates
the Rademacher estimate.

For DTs, learning is costly, so we fixed the number
of learning episodes, and LOO-CV is generally inferior.
For k-NNs, when learning is not costly, LOO-CV works
well. For both DTs and k-NNs, the permutation es-
timate generally dominates the Rademacher approach.
We have also tried using the uniform bounds for model
selection instead of the estimates, and that is generally
inferior.

Table 5 shows the performance of model selection
when the number of learning episodes was limited to 10.
The permutation and Rademacher results are similar to
using a large number of learning episodes (Table 4), a
by-product of the concentration of the empirical com-
plexity measure about its out-sample expectation. The
performance of CV significantly deteriorated this is to
be expected, because the validation estimate is com-
puted using only 10 test points in total; naturally it will
be a very unstable estimate. The alternative to this
type of validation using cross validation is to use 10-
fold validation; this has the advantage of using all the
data as test points. The tradeoff is that this now esti-
mates the out-sample performance of learning with 9

10 th
of the data, which is only an approximation to learning
with all the data. From Table 5, it is not clear which
of the two CV measures is better, but the permutation
estimate is now dominant. The ability of a method to

Noise(%) LOO-CV Perm. Rad.
5 0.30 0.28 0.28

10 0.28 0.27 0.27

15 0.28 0.25 0.25

20 0.28 0.26 0.26

25 0.26 0.25 0.25

30 0.24 0.24 0.24

35 0.24 0.23 0.24
40 0.25 0.26 0.26
45 0.24 0.26 0.26

Table 6: Regret for model selection on simulated data
as a function of noise level. For small noise, the
permutation and Rademacher methods dominate, with
the permutation method slightly better. For large noise,
all methods significantly deteriorate to large regret with
LOO-CV slightly better.

perform under such limited conditions (very few learn-
ing episodes) is important when model construction is
expensive and model application is cheap (e.g. Deci-
sion Trees). The permutation method works well with
just one additional learning episode, producing an esti-
mate using all the data. The permutation estimate also
seems to dominate the Rademacher approach because
it takes more properties about the distribution into ac-
count, without sacrificing stability.

5 Discussion

Cross validation is general, but may be unstable and
computationally intensive, which has led to a variety



Data Decision Trees k-Nearest Neighbor
LOO-CV Perm. Rad. LOO-CV Perm. Rad.

Abalone 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04
Ionosphere 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.70 0.83
M.Mass 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.11
Parkinsons 0.24 0.34 0.41 0.25 0.33 0.43
Pima Indians Diabetes 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.11 0.14
Spambase 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.19 0.43 0.55
Transfusion 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.19
WDBC 0.20 0.23 0.34 0.21 0.34 0.51
Diffusion 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.03

Simulated 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.21 0.21

Table 4: Average regret after model selection when using various validation estimates. For decision trees, the
permutation estimate performs best, and for k-NN, LOO-CV seems best, with the permutation estimate a clear
second.

Data n Decision Trees k-Nearest Neighbor
LOO-CV 10-fold Perm. Rad. LOO-CV Perm. Rad.

Abalone 3,132 0.12 0.13 0.02 0.02 0.24 0.09 0.12
Ionosphere 263 0.24 0.21 0.18 0.19 0.49 0.75 0.84
M.Mass 667 0.23 0.13 0.06 0.06 0.15 0.11 0.12
Parkinsons 144 0.25 0.31 0.34 0.40 0.34 0.32 0.44
Pima Indians Diabetes 576 0.18 0.18 0.7 0.07 0.16 0.12 0.15
Spambase 3,450 0.28 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.44 0.43 0.54
Transfusion 561 0.19 0.13 0.08 0.09 0.17 0.12 0.19
WDBC 426 0.31 0.40 0.24 0.37 0.55 0.33 0.50
Diffusion 2,665 0.13 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.06 0.04

Table 5: Average regret for model selection with number of learning episodes limited to 10. The permutation
estimate is now clearly dominant. There is no clear pattern between 10-fold CV and 10 learning episodes being
evaluated on one point each.

of alternate validation methods. We presented a per-
mutation estimate (Equations (2.1), (2.2) and Theo-
rem 2.2), which, as with cross validation, is generally
applicable, requiring only the ability to learn with a
model. It can be applied to: classification or regres-
sion; general models and error metrics; any data dis-
tribution; and, most importantly to any learning algo-
rithm for a given model. Other data dependent esti-
mates, such as the Rademacher penalty, penalize the
complexity of a hypothesis set; the permutation com-
plexity which we also introduced to justify the permu-
tation estimate for empirical error minimization is sim-
ilar to the Rademacher complexity in that it is a com-
plexity measure for a hypothesis set. The permutation
estimate, however, also captures the properties of the
learning algorithm (for example regularized empirical
risk minimization). The permutation estimate is gen-
eral, whereas the Rademacher complexity only applies

to classification and empirical error minimization.
For classification, with empirical risk minimization,

the permutation estimate gives similar guarantees as
the Rademacher penalty, and indeed the empirical
performances are comparable, though the permutation
estimate appears slightly better. We gave a detailed
empirical comparison of the permutation estimate with
other estimates, including statistical estimates which
are taylored for the linear regression setting. The
permutation estimate, in most cases, was either the best
or comparable to the best for model selection.

When learning is costly, cross validation is pro-
hibitively expensive; we have demonstrated on simu-
lated data, the diffusion data and some standard UCI
data sets that the permutation approach gives better
results for a fixed (small) number of costly learning at-
tempts. Another way to improve upon LOO-CV when
learning is too costly is the K-fold CV procedure; 10-



fold is a typical choice. We explicitly compared the 10-
fold CV with LOO-CV with 10 learning episodes and the
permutation estimate. The permutation estimate dom-
inates. Naturally, our experimental study is nowhere
near exhaustive. The tradeoffs between K-fold CV and
LOO-CV have been extensively studied elsewhere; the
conclusions of these studies are not cut and dry; for
example, the choice of K is a sticky point, and there
are no clear guidelines. We see here that it is not even
clear whether a LOO-CV estimate from only 10 left out
test points (corresponding to 10 learning episodes) is
dominated by 10-fold CV. Fortunately, with the permu-
tation estimate, we can use all the data in constructing
the validation estimate. Further, we gave theoretical
guarantees, and in experiments the permutation esti-
mate comparable or better than CV, especially when
model construction is costly. Conclusion: the permuta-
tion estimate provides a more stable alternative to CV
which is as generally applicable, more efficient, and (for
classification) comes with a uniform bound. There are
numerous directions for further investigation, such as
more detailed comparison K-fold validation methods,
the dependence on n, etc. These are directions for fu-
ture work.
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